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Overview of Cooperative Exchange (CE)
•

22 Clearinghouse Member Companies

•

Represent over 90% of the clearinghouse industry

•

Over 750,000 submitting provider organizations

•

Maintain over 8,000 Payer connections

•

1000 plus HIT vendor connections

•

Process over 4 plus billion claims annually

•

Value of transactions –over $1.1 Trillion

•

Infrastructure framework supports BOTH administrative and
clinical transactions

Our Members

Clearinghouse Caucus X12 Standing Meeting
January 22, 2019 / 4:30 - 6:00pm
Sheraton Grand Seattle / Metropolitan B
1.

Welcome and Introduction of New Cooperative Exchange Members - Joe Bell,
Board Chair, Cooperative Exchange and Senior Program Manager, eSolutions Inc.

2.

ASC X12N Update - Stacey Barber, ASC X12N Chair

3.

MBI Status Update – review survey results – Pam Grosze, Director, Cooperative
Exchange and Vice President and Senior Product Manager, PNC Bank and Mike
Denison, Senior Director, Regulatory Compliance Programs, Change Healthcare

4.

Electronic Visit Verification – Crystal Ewing, Vice Chair, Cooperative Exchange and
Manager, Data Integrity, Waystar

5.

HPID NPRM overview - Deb McCachern, Program Manager, Regulatory and
Standards Compliance, Change Healthcare

6.

Predictability Roadmap – Overview of Recommendations, NCVHS testimony –
Joe Bell, Board Chair, Cooperative Exchange and Senior Program Manager,
eSolutions Inc.

7.

Cooperative Exchange 2019 Plans – Joe Bell, Board Chair, Cooperative Exchange
and Senior Program Manager, eSolutions Inc.

8.

Meeting Wrap-Up – Joe Bell, Board Chair, Cooperative Exchange and Senior
Program Manager, eSolutions Inc.

ASC X12 Update
Stacy Barber
Chair, ASC X12N

CMS Medicare Beneficiary
ID Update
Pam Grosze, Cooperative Exchange, Director and
Vice President , Senior Product Manager, PNC Bank
Mike Denison, Senior Director, Regulatory Compliance
Programs, Change Healthcare

Medicare Beneficiary ID

Transition Period Timeline

CMS indicates
distribution completed
ahead of schedule

Current Status
•

CMS has completed distribution of new cards
to beneficiaries (ahead of schedule)

•

Providers / Suppliers can look up the MBI on
MAC portals

•

MBI or HICN can be submitted on claims
through Dec 2019
•

•

CMS reports 58% of FFS claims submitted with MBI
for the week ending January 11, 2019

MBI returned on the remittance advice (835)
•

NM1 (Corrected Patient/Insured) NM109

MBI Provider Adoption Trend
Change Healthcare has been tracking provider use and adoption of the Medicare
Beneficiary Identifier (MBI) in Medicare claim transactions flowing through their
clearinghouse network to the MAC’s.
Below is a chart that shows the trend and percentage of Medicare claim transactions
of total that included an MBI for part A and B claims to all MAC’s.

CE MBI Survey
•

60% of respondents reported 30%-50% of claims
submitted with MBI
•

Correlates with CMS and Change Healthcare numbers

•

80% of respondents reported no issues processing the
835 that includes the MBI

•

75% of respondents indicate no issues with providers
posting the 835 that contains the MBI

•

General observations from respondents:
•

Going smoothly

•

Questions related to clearinghouse display of information

•

Issues with discrepancy in eligibility between the 271
response and CMS DME VPIQ system

•

Observing steady adoption of MBI

Discussion:
•

Additional observations?

•

Questions?

Electronic Visit Verification
Crystal Ewing, Board Vice Chair, Cooperative Exchange
Manager, Data Integrity, Waystar

Electronic Visit Verification Background
• Section 12006 of the 21St Century Cures Act (the Cures Act) mandates states must
require the use of an electronic visit verification (EVV) system for personal care
services (PCS) and home health care services (HHCS) that require an in-home visit by a
provider.
• EVV refers to technology a caregiver uses during a home visit, such as a mobile
application, tablet, landline, or other devices that captures information including the
date and time the service was performed, the individual receiving the services, the
location of the service and the individual providing the service.
• States are required to implement EVV for PCS by January 1, 2020 (delayed from
January 1, 2019) and for HHCS by January 1, 2023, or risk losing a percentage of
federal assistance for annual Medicaid expenditure- includes Managed Care Plans.
• The government believes mandatory EVV will cut down on fraud and abuse.

Providers are concerned they will no longer be able to submit personal care services
(PCS), or home health care services (HHCS) claims electronically.
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EVV Design Models
Five common EVV design models were identified. States have the flexibility to
choose their EVV design model and can select more than one model.

Model

Supporting Provider Landscape

Provider Choice

Major providers currently use different EVV systems and those EVV systems
are compliant with the CURES Act.

MCO Choice

MCOs currently use one or more EVV systems and those EVV systems are
compliant with the CURES Act.

State Mandated-In House
System

Providers are not widely using EVV or EVV systems currently in use do not
meet state’s needs; and the state has the expertise and resources to develop
its own EVV system, including training and educational materials.

State Mandated-External
Vendor

Providers are not widely using EVV or EVV systems currently in use do not
meet state’s needs; and the state prefers to use an external EVV vendor.

Open Vendor Model

The state has smaller providers not widely using EVV but may have one or
more larger providers using an EVV system that is compliant with the CURES
Act.

Source: Medicaid.gov

Provider/Clearinghouse- Implementation
Considerations for Payers Required to Support EVV
• Will providers still be able to submit personal care
services (PCS), and home health care services (HHCS)
claims electronically using EDI through a clearinghouse?
• Are there any special requirements needed to continue to
submit claims electronically through a clearinghouse?
• If claims cannot be submitted electronically through a
clearinghouse, how are home health and personal care
services required to be submitted?
• How are providers and trading partners being made
aware of these workflow changes to claims submission?

Helpful Resources
Medicaid.gov
https://www.medicaid.gov/medicaid/hcbs/guidance/electronicvisit-verification/index.html
Individual State Websites
https://www.opra.org/electronic-visit-verification-evv/
Ohio Medicaid Best Practice Model (no impact to EDI electronic
claims submission)
http://ahca.myflorida.com/Medicaid/home_health/dmv.shtml
https://www.omig.ny.gov/index.php/information/home-healthverification

HPID NPRM overview
Deb McCachern, Change Healthcare

Proposed Rule Rescinds HPID
Regulation
On December 19, 2018, the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) issued a proposed rule (NPRM)
which would rescind the HPID regulation.
Proposed Rule: Administrative Simplification:
Rescinding the Adoption of the Standard Unique Health
Plan Identifier and Other Entity Identifier
Federal Register 12-19-2018
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/12/19/20
18-27435/administrative-simplification-rescinding-theadoption-of-the-standard-unique-health-plan-identifier

Original HPID Legislation
Published September 5, 2012, the original HPID
legislation:
•

•
•

•

Adopted the HPID as the standard unique
identifier for health plans, as required under
HIPAA/ACA
Defined the terms "Controlling health plan"
(CHP) and "Subhealth plan" (SHP)
Required all covered entities to use an
HPID whenever a covered entity identifies a
health plan in a covered transaction.
Adopted a data element serving as an
“other entity identifier” (OEID) for entities
that are not health plans, individuals, or
health care providers.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Identified Issues/Enforcement Delay
Based on concerns expressed by the Industry in NCVHS
Hearings and in a formal Request for Information process, HHS
issued an enforcement discretion delay on October 31, 2014.
Issues identified included:


Confusion about how the HPID and OEID would be used in
electronic transactions; concerns about routing issues if
HPID would replace payer ID, in wide use across the
industry



Challenges faced by health plans with respect to the
definitions of CHPs and SHPs




Health Plan ≠ Payer

The cost to health plans, clearinghouses, and providers for
modifying software to account for the HPID

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

What Happens to Issued HPIDs?


The NPRM proposes to deactivate all HPIDs and OEIDs
already issued.


Enumerated entities will be notified by email via the
contact identified during enumeration



HHS will not regulate entity proprietary usage of the
HPID/OEID



HHS will store issued HPIDs/OEIDs for 7 years in
accordance with federal record keeping requirements



Enforcement discretion will continue until final rescission
rule



HHS will continue to work with industry on other solutions
to meet HIPAA/ACA requirements to establish unique health
plan identifier

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Commenting on Proposed Rule
•

HHS will accept comments on the proposed
rule through February 19, 2019

•

Cooperative Exchange will comment
supporting the near-unanimous industry
support to rescind the HPID regulation

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

NCVHS Predictability
Roadmap Hearing Recap
Joe Bell, Board Chair, Cooperative Exchange
Senior Program Manager, eSolutions Inc.

Purpose
Hearing was a continuation of the NCVHS Subcommittee on
Standards work to identify the challenges regarding the update,
adoption, and implementation of health care administrative
standards and operating rules.
The Committee’s overarching objective is to create a
“Predictability Roadmap” to enhance the transparency and pace
of change of the standards process under the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA).
The purpose of this hearing is to obtain stakeholder perspective
on the Committee’s draft recommendations developed with
industry’s input and released to the public on September 30,
2018. This feedback will inform development of final
recommendations for submission to the HHS Secretary in early
2019.

Invited Participants


Lantana Group



HL7



Optum 360



Veterans Health Administration



Palmetto GBA



Blue Cross Blue Shield Association



X12



NUCC



Cooperative Exchange



American Hospital Association



AHIMA



ONC



UHIN



American Dental Association



DSMO



HBMA



Epic



Department of Defense



Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services



American Medical Association



WEDI



Kaiser Permanente



St. Lukes Health System



MGMA



Surescripts LLC



Ohio Medicaid



HealthPac



CAQH



Pennsylvania Medical Society





Sequoia

Office of Information Technology Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services



NACHA

Cambia Health Solutions





Office of Information Technology Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services

NCPDP





Department of Veterans Affairs

Outline of Discussion
•

Outcome Goal 1 Outreach, Education &
Enforcement
•

•

Outcome Goal 2 Process Improvements
•

•

9 recommendations & calls to action

Outcome Goal 3 Regulatory levers
•

•

8 recommendations/calls to action

6 recommendations & calls to action

Prioritizing recommendations and identifying
interdependencies

Outcome Goal 1
2019‐2020
Improved education, outreach and enforcement* will promote efficient planning and use of the adopted HIPAA standards and operating
rules.
Recomendations

Calls To Action

1. HHS should increase transparency of their complaint driven
A. Health plans and vendors should identify and incorporate best
enforcement program by publicizing de‐identified information on a
practices for mitigating barriers to the effective use of the
regular basis. HHS should use all appropriate means available to share transactions, determining which issues are the most critical and
(de‐identified) information about complaints to educate industry.
prioritizing use cases.
2. HHS should comply with the statutory requirements for handling
complaints against non‐compliant covered entities and process
enforcement actions against those entities and their business
associates. Information should be publicized about the status of
complaints to the extent permitted by the law.

B. The Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange (WEDI), through
its work group structure, should continue to identify issues and
solutions. WEDI should publish white papers advising on agreed
upon policy implications and best practices related to use of HIPAA
standards and operating rules.

7. HHS should regularly publish and make available guidance
regarding the appropriate and correct use of the standards and
operating rules.

E. SDOs should consider collaboration with the private sector to
plan and develop outreach campaigns, with the intent to increase
the diversity of participants in standards development workgroups.
F. Leadership from the public and private sector should commit to
membership in Standards Development Organizations; assign
appropriate subject matter experts to participate in the
development and update process, and facilitate improvements to
operations as needed. This may enhance diversity of
representation in the SDOs so that content changes meet a cross
section of stakeholder needs

*enforcement includes complaints, audits and compliance reviews as defined in statutory language

Measurements
M1. HHS should disseminate results of its
enforcement program regularly and publicly, to
promote transparency, opportunities for education,
and benchmarking.

CE Comments
•

In addition to the existing compliant based process, the CMS DNS
introduction of the HHS Optimization Program Pilot and random proactive
reviews should assist with identify compliance issues and areas for
optimization.

•

The HHS stated goal of “remediation, not punishment” should remain a
foundational principle to drive and align standards compliance within
healthcare ecommerce.

•

Good to see measurement metrics drafted up front. Very important.
Recommendations for Measurement may need to be reviewed and
revised to align with and support finalized recommendations and calls to
action.

Outcome Goal 2
Recomendations

2020‐2021
Policy levers will successfully support industry process improvement changes.
Calls To Action

Measurements

3. HHS should disband the Designated Standards
Maintenance Organization (DSMO) and work with its
current members for an organized transition.

C. HHS and the SDOs should identify and fund a best of class third party M2. HHS and stakeholders participating in the new
compliance certification/validation tool recognized and approved by
governance process should establish metrics for
each standards development organization to assist in both defining and monitoring and performance assessment of the new
assessing compliance. HHS should develop and test criteria for
entity, and oversight/enforcement of SDO and ORAE
certification, and build a program to enable multiple 3rd parties to
deliverables and performance.
qualify to conduct the validation testing by demonstrating their business
value. To implement this recommendation, HHS should look at
successful precedents such as how the ONC certification criteria was
developed for Promoting Interoperability and the eRx requirements
which were a joint effort between HHS, NIST and the SDO.

4. HHS should enable the creation of an entity tasked with oversight and governance
(stewardship) of the standards development processes, including the evaluation of new
HIPAA standards and operating rules. HHS should provide financial and/or operational
support to the new entity to ensure its ability to conduct effective intra‐industry
collaboration, outreach, evaluation, cost benefit analysis and reporting. Oversight
criteria would take into account ANSI Essential Requirements for any ANSI accredited
organization; these would also provide consistency to governance of all standards and
operating rule entities.

G. Public and private sector stakeholders should collaborate to design a M3. NCVHS should continue to conduct its stakeholder
single coordinated governance process. Governance should include
hearings to assess progress of the Predictability
detailed and enforceable policies regarding business practices, including Roadmap.
policies for identifying and implementing best practices in such an
organization.

5. HHS should conduct appropriate rulemaking activities to give authority to a new
governing body (replacing the DSMO) to review and approve maintenance and
modifications to adopted (or proposed) standards.
8. HHS should publish regulations within one (1) year of a recommendation being
received and accepted by the Secretary for a new or updated standard or operating rule
(in accordance with what is permitted in §1174 of the Act).

9. HHS should ensure that the operating division responsible for education,
enforcement and the regulatory processes is appropriately resourced within the
Department

CE Comments
•

In general, it appears there is broad industry consensus that
the current DSMO process has not been effective.

•

The key words are oversight and governance (stewardship).

•

The recommendation to provide financial and operational
support is a MUST. This recommendation should also be
extended to allow the new entity to extend support into the
SDOs, Content Committees, and ORAEs, etc. as work effort
justifies.

•

There should be a single governing body to review, approve,
and recommend maintenance and modifications to adopted
(or proposed) standards.

Outcome Goal 3
2021‐2024
Regulatory levers will enable timely adoption, testing and implementation of updated or new standards and operating rules
Recomendations
Calls To Action
Measurements
6. SDOs and ORAE should publish updates to their standards and D. HHS should fund a cost benefit analysis of HIPAA standards
operating rules and make them available for recommendation to and operating rules to demonstrate their Return on
Investment. HHS may consider collaborating with or
NCVHS on a schedule that is not greater than 2 years.
supporting any existing industry initiatives pertaining to such
cost benefit studies to increase data contribution by covered
Publication of a new or updated standard is intended to mean
entities and trading partners.
the cycle of preparation that meets ANSI requirements (if
applicable) for maintaining or modifying a standard or operating
rule, including the consensus process, necessary governance
compliance and readiness for submission to NCVHS.
NCVHS should align its calendar to the SDO/ORAE updates to
review and deliver its recommendations to HHS within 6 months.
HHS should adopt the NCVHS recommendations on a regular
schedule.
10. HHS should adopt incremental updates to standards and
H. HHS should continue to publish a universal dictionary of
operating rules. In accordance with Sec 1174 of the Act, the
clinical, administrative, and financial standards that are or will
adoption of modifications is permitted annually, if a
be available for use, e.g. the ONC Interoperability Standards
recommendation is made by NCHVS, and if updates are available. Advisory (ISA).
11. HHS should publish rulemaking to enable the adoption of a
floor (baseline) of standards and operating rules. This
rulemaking should also consider other opportunities that
advance predictability and support innovation.
12. HHS should enable voluntary use of new or updated
standards prior to their adoption through the rule making
process. Testing new standards to enable their voluntary use
may be explored by testing alternatives under §162.940
Exceptions from standards to permit testing of proposed
modifications. The purpose of this recommendation is to enable
innovation.

CE Comments
•

The recommendation of “not greater than 2 years” would seem to be
a realistic place to start. But a graphical timeline of the entire process
should be produced to appropriately establish a big picture view to
include all process activities and milestones to set realistic
expectations. Once established, the process must be adhered to vs.
optional.

•

Incremental updates to an existing and adopted major version of a
standard should not require HHS / regulatory adoption. This would
allow the SDO process to deploy minor/incremental updates to
existing and mandated standards in a timely manner and support
evolving business needs.

•

Pilot programs should also be supported for major version updates
and as deemed appropriate for incremental and other regulatory
changes and must allow for the correction of issues identified.

Common Themes
•

Just replacing the DSMO with another Organization
won’t solve anything

•

What will the final timeline look like from start to finish?

•

How do we not stifle progress while still having reliable
standards?

•

Small updates more often or large updates less
frequent?

•

How do we address intellectual property?

Complete Information

https://ncvhs.hhs.gov/meetings/standardssubcommittee-meeting/

Cooperative Exchange
2019 Roadmap
Joe Bell, Board Chair, Cooperative Exchange
Senior Program Manager, eSolutions Inc.

Cooperative Exchange
Cooperative Exchange, The National Clearinghouse Association
was established in 2002 to promote and advance electronic data
exchange for the healthcare industry. It is the recognized resource
and representative of the clearinghouse industry for the media,
governmental entities and other industry stakeholders.
The mission of Cooperative Exchange is to promote and advance
electronic data exchange for the healthcare industry by improving
efficiency, advocacy, and education to industry stakeholders and
government entities.
Our Vision - To be the leading authority on electronic data
exchange for the healthcare industry to other industry stakeholders
and government entities

Committee’s and Chairs




Communications
Joe Bell, eSolutions Inc. &
Crystal Ewing, Waystar
Cybersecurity and
Privacy Committee –
Tina Greene, Mitchell
International; Sherry
Wilson, Jopari and Paul
Ellis, Practice Insight



Education Committee –
Pam Grosze, PNC Bank



Emerging Trends &
Strategic Innovation
Committee – Joan
Kossow, The SSI Group



Liaison Committee –
Crystal Ewing, Waystar



Membership Committee
Christina Chewing,
Availity LLC



Policy And Procedure
Committee – Deb
McCachern, Change
Healthcare

Liaisons



ASC X12



NUCC



CAQH CORE



WEDI



HL7



Federal Government



IAIBC

External Liaisons:



NUBC



NCPDP

2019 Roadmap
•

Work in progress

•

Members -> Committees -> Board

•

Focus Areas All Ready Identified
•

Website and Social Media Uplift

•

Education Opportunities Internal / External

•

Collaboration Opportunities

Cooperative Exchange
Member Benefits
 Network with members of the industry
 Monthly Membership Webinars
 2 Face to Face Meetings per year that include updates on
hot topics from industry experts
 Access to committees and liaisons that provide collaboration
on industry issues
 Provide a forum to discuss issues that impact the
clearinghouse industry
 Provide a combined voice to promote initiatives that improve
the clearinghouse industry

Membership Classifications and Criteria
A Voting Member Organization must be a clearinghouse as defined in the
federal HIPAA statutes and regulations. A Voting Member Organization will
be represented by a delegate that must be must be appointed by the
executive management of the organization, with authorization to participate
in Cooperative Exchange activities and exercise the member's vote on
such matters as are presented at Cooperative Exchange meetings and
activities. A Voting Member Organization must agree to abide by the
Mission of the Cooperative Exchange.
A Supporting Member Organization is a nonvoting membership category
open to for profit organizations that share the goals of the Cooperative
Exchange but do not meet the criteria for voting membership.
An Alliance Member Organization is a nonvoting membership category
open to other not-for-profit industry organizations that support the mission
of the organization and would further its mission and goals, upon approval
by the Board of Directors.

Contact Us
Lisa Beard
Executive Director
Cooperative Exchange
www.cooperativeexchange.org
lisa@m3solutionsllc.com
Linked In: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4139428/

Meeting Wrap-Up
Joe Bell, Board Chair, Cooperative Exchange
Senior Program Manager, eSolutions Inc.

Thanks to our Clearinghouse
Caucus Sponsors

Thank You
Cooperative Exchange Contact Information
Joe Bell, Board Chair, Cooperative Exchange
Senior Program Manager, eSolutions Inc.
jbell@esolutionsinc.com
Lisa Beard, Executive Director, Cooperative Exchange
lisa@m3solutionsllc.com
http://www.cooperativeexchange.org/

